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During the period covered by this report 2lJ coded programs were run on 
the time allocated to -the Scientific and Engineering Computation(S&EC) Group:' 
These programs represent part of the work that has been carried on in'20 of the' 
problems that have been aocepted by the S&EC Groupe Progress on each of these 
problems is given below in terms of programming hours, minutes of oanputer time, 
and progress reports as submitted by the progratmners l.D question.. ' 

A new fonnat has been introdueedtor presenting these progress reports. It 
is hoped that a more complete description will be provided thereqy for each prob
lem. The significant changes in the format include the following: 

(a) The problem numbers may now be followed by an upper case letter At 'B t C' 
or Do The absence of such a letter indicates that the problem originated within 
and is being solved b.1 the S&EC Groupo The letters themselves denote whether a 
problem is being carried out for academic credit (e.g., thesis work) and whether 
the problem is sponsored, that iS t whether some organization (outside of Mol.T.) 
is contributing to the financial support of the problemo The letter A in~cates 
that a problem is neither for academic credit nor sponsored, B indicates that it 
is just for aoademic credit, 0 indicates that ~t is sponsored but not for academic 
credit. and D indicates that it is both for academic credit and sponsored. 

(b) The titles of the problems have been expanded into abstracts to enable 
the reader to determine the physical and mathematical contents of each pI\oblem. 
These abstracts will be repeated in each biweekly report. Programmers will con
tinue to write their biweeklY reports describing the progress during the period 
covered (with the exception of their initial repo~s which should describe the 
nature of the problem. the numerical procedure to be used t and the results de
sired) 0 

(0) On the line following the abstract is the name of the person (or persons) 
supervising the problem or directing the project supporting the problem. The 
laboratory or institute department is also indicated. In future reports it is 
planned to include on this line the specific pr~ect numbers. 
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(d) On the follo~ling line are listed the names of the persons actually 
carrying out the work on WWIo The name of the author of the biweeklY report 
subnitted for the prob~m has been underlined. In problems (e.g. 1100 and #140) 
where more than one person has contributed a biweek~ report, the author's name 
is inserted at the end of his report. The programmer's laborator.y or department 
affiliation will be indicated only when it differs from that of his supervisor. 
The following abbreviations nave been introduced to describe the progrgmmer's 
staff position: 

D.loC. ; Division of Industrial Cooperation 

CMMC »Committee on Machine Methods of Computation 

Res. Assist.,; Research Assistant 
" . 

The time indicated for each programmer has been reported by him as the time he 
has spent during the biweeklY period on the given problem. 

(e) On the line beginning with DOL (Digital Computer Laboratory) will be 
found the names of staff members of the S&EC Group who have spent the indicated 
amount of time on the problem.'Also on this line will be found the amount of 
WWI computer time consumed by the ,problem during the period in question. 

1.2 Programs and C ompyter Opera tion 

100. COmprehensive System of Service Routines , developed by the S&EC Group at the 
Digital Computer Laboratory for the input conversion of suitably prepared 
punched paper tapes.' "When so requestedl1 these routines '"automatically 
provide a program with "sui table programmed arithmetic t cycle counting f 
and output facilities. 

:DeL Staff, Combelic l1 I qqllr.;Denman, 56 hours; Demurjian, 9.5 hours; 
Frarikovich$ 20 hours; Helwig 11 25 hours; Hazel, 10.5 hours; Kopley, 7 
hours; Porter $ 29' hours; WI 11 198 minutes 

The comprehensive system has been modified s 0 that the basi.c convers~on 
program will be recorded on unit 0 preceding the first pass of the OS. The 
inputprogrrun has been modified to provide two entr,y points for basic conver
sion (one using the photoelectric tape reader and the other using the mechanical 
reader). Using either of these entry points will r.esult in the basic conversion 
program being read from unit 0 into storageo These modifications have been 
successfully tested and will be incorporated into the various programs. 

An error in a modification to the read-in program has been discovered. 
This caused an initial caO in a 556 tape to be, treated as an illegal character. 
This mistake will be corrected as part of the preceding modification of the 
read-in program. 

Consideration is being given to the rewriting of the programmed arith~ 
metic section of the _comprehensive systemo 

Helwig 
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The comprehensive system (as) is being modified so that the display scope 
will no longer be used during conversion o The title of a tape being converted 
will be recorded on the delayed output ~quipment along with the conve~ted pro
gram. If no unassigned £lads (floating addresses) are used in the program, then 
the table of flads will also be recorded on this equipmento However, if any 
unassigned flads are requested~ a table of these will also be printed. 

An error in the generalized decimal number conversion has been corrected. 

All the changes described above wiU take effeet the next time OS is re
corded on magnetic tape unit o. 

Frankovich 

The flad table is nati being printed out on the delayed printer inst~ad of 
being dis.played on the scope o This means that a flad table will be available 
at the ~ame time the 556 tape is made which will save the programmer unneoessary 
delay. Alsoo the table has been changed to give the ab,olute addresses in the 
decimal instead of the octal number systemo 

The program for the generalized deCimal number post=mortem has been moved 
so that it is n9W located at the end of the second bank of high=speed storageo 
The programmer may now have an;&" G $:Q~ numbers in the range 4O( 32) through 3203 
(1667) printed out 0 

Hazel 

The possibility of using the character generator for output and post=mortems 
is being eXplored. Results thus f~r have been fairly· satisfactor,yo The system~ 
as it existsl) is not particularly well suited for using both the character gener
ator and the point=wise display without recalibrationo 

The present set=uPIJ though far from idealJ) may have some limited uses o 

However~ one can readily envision a future development of the system which would 
permit switohing from one system to, the other merely by executing the appropriate 
output instructibn o 

Kopley 

Eight ohapters of OS Manual I have been writteno The first four chapters 
have been revisedl) oorrected!) and are now available for limited distributiono 
Chapters 5 through 8 are in the process of being corrected and revised. 

CS Manual I is designed to provide an introduction both in programming and 
in the logic of the Comprehensive Systemo 

Porter 

101 C. Optical Properties of Thin Metal Films on transparent backings are deter
mined and printed out automatically by this program 9 the input data 
consist of the observed reflection and transmission coefficients~ the 
index of the backingIJ the wavelength and the sample thickness o The 
program calculates b.Y means of an iterative procedure and prints out 
the index of refraction and the absorption coefficient of the filmfl 
the rate of variation of these constants with r~tlection and trans= 
mission v and the film U s conductivity and dielectric cons.;tanto~ 

~for Professor 10 Harris 9 Chemistry Department 
~b.Y Dro Ao Lo Loeb (DIC)v15 hours 9 Jo Richmond(DIC)v20 hours 
~DGL Staff i) Denman 0 105 hours 9 vlWIl) 130 minutes 
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During the past biweeklY period the emphasis has been placed on running 
the very thinnest films (thicknes. less than 100 ~,O)~ whioh give alarms. 
Heavier films h~vej) with one exoeption" given reasonable results without diffic
ultyo As the thickness of the films deoreases the optical constants become 
bdeterminate o The alarms have been at$,lyzed and traced to this indeterminacyo 
Thus the soope post~mortems provided ver.y useful results for a mathematical analysis 
of the acouracy afforded b.Y the experimental measurements made on the ver.y,thin
nest·-· films. 

On the heavier films data published by F 0 Goos were used" and the results 
from WWI compared with Goos' own oalculation. Goos o~ made the oaleulation 
for part of his resultso and so we filled in the gaps. On the samples for which 
Goos did calculate constants he only calculated one set of constants, while we 
were able to utilize front and back reflection to get separate sets. Ooos· 
experimental results give quite a diserepane,y for the optical constants obtained 
fran. front and from baok reflection~ this indioates that his baokings were not 
properly oleaned. 

106 O~~ MIT Seismio Project is concerned with the development of methods for 
locating deep refleotions from underground strata in seismic pros
peot1ngo The basic method is one of prediction by means of an opti
mum linear operator. 

;for Professor PoMoHurley"Geology and Geophysics~Professor GoWadsworth9 
Mathematios Department . 
;b,y EoAoRobinson(Res o Assoco)"H oBriscoe,,18 hours p S. Simpeon9 15pours~ 
W. Walsh" 15 hours 
;:DCLf) WI" 266 minutes 

In production runs this week 13 error curves and 12 spectra were oomputed, 
and 19 new matrioes were set up from the cross produots of readings from seismic 
traoes. 

,A program which uses the delayed printer to produoe a 'continuous plot of 
a long list of positive numbers has been written and tested.. The ordinate is 
represented by the number of spaces from the left hand margin" and the abscissa 
changes by a fixed intervalt,determined by a carriage return" between each point. 
The values of the num1:ers are also printed out!) as decimal fractions" along the 
right side of the page o 

A program to check the change in the average of the readings of a seismic 
traoe going down the trace was usea on all traces that have been taped. This 
gives a cheek on the reading of the traces since the average should be constant. 

Three attempts to solve a matrix using a program. now in the subroutine 
library were unsuccessful!> twice due to tape errors and the third time for an 
undetermined reasono 

108 0;0 An Interpretive Program is being developed that will accept algebraio 
equations I) differential equations" etcc> expressed on Flexowriter 
punched paper tape in ol;'dinary mathematical notation ( within certain 
1imi ts imposed by the F1exowri ter) as input and automatically provide 
the desired solutiono 

~for Dro JoHoLaning Jrol) Instrumentation LaboratoI"Y'1) 
:by JoHoLaning Jro(DIC)940 hours~ No Zierler (DIe)" 40 hours 
::DCL Staff Il Hazel!) 0.5 hours liWWI I) 19 minutes 
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The program now carries out the automatic computation of special funotions 
satisi'aotorilyo J .HoLaning·l) Jr.!) has wrl,tten routines to oompute logarithms, 
exponentials 9 the hyperbolic functions and a routine for the automatic solutien 
of differential equations 0 These routines will be incorporated into the main 
program in the near future. . 

112 a. Lawley's Method of Faotor Analrsis is applied to a correlation matrix 
obtained from ps,yohological tests and grades given at the Naval Aoade~. 
This requires the solution of a modified eigenvector equation for this; 
matrix and is acoomplished by an iteration·of Rotelling's method for 
solving an eigenvector problem. 

~for Dr. Fe Mo Lord 0 Eduoational Testing Service.Prinoeton. N.J. 
:ooL Staff1) Denman,2 hours; 'WIt) 6 minutes 

After correcting the scale factoring of certain numbers, the matrix 
problem was run again with an assumed ram( of 8 for the correlation matrix. No 
alanns occurred and these results are now being examined at the Eduoa tional .. 'rest
ing Service. 

119 B. Spherioal Wave Propagation produced by the sudden release of a spherical 
distribution of oompressed air in the atmosphere is being studied by 
numerical means. This involves replaoing a set of non-linear hyper

"'.:'bolic:partial differential equations in 2 independent and 2 dependent 
variables b.Y a set of difference equations written along charaoteristios. 
An iterative procedure is used to solve these equations. 

,:for Professor C oC.Lin" Mathematios Departmentl;o 
l.:by At Ralston!) CMMC l) 5 hours 
:DOL. WI .. 52 minutes 

Work on the problem as originallY stated is now complete. PhYsioal cheeks 
applied ,to the results indioate a high-degree of aocuracy, For the initial 
~ensity distribution used" the expected shook wave did not materialize. On the 
contrary. after one outWard wave from the center and one inward wave to the 
~enter the state of the system was near equilibrium and there was every indicat
ion that what'disturbanoes were ieft would quickly die outo 

In the future it is ·planned to try different initial density distributions 
in an attempt to read a shock. 

126 Cl,> A lfata Reduction Program for use in the Servomechanisms Laboratory is 
'being developed in separate stages to be combined at a later date, 
The first stage is concerned with d,~vising a program to fit polynomials 
to arbitrary empirical functions using a least squared error:criterion. 
The procedure makes use of Legendre polynomials and matrix multipli
cation, 

: ;(or J.E oWard" Servomechanisms Laboratory p DIC No. 7138 
:b,r Do Ross (nIC) 60 hours; DoHamilton(DIC) 966 hours; R.Tur,yn(DIC)80 hours 
:DCL Staffp Frankovich" (IS hour;WWI" 202 minutes 

During this period substantial revisions of the Mistake Diagnosis Routine 
(MDR) were made to correct two logical errors and reduce the number of restrict
ions on whioh orders can be replaced by break points. Test runs have checked 
·all but one section of the program and have disclosed same pitfalls in the 
application of the MDR. Since the MDR now'¢.ll satisfy the needs of most users, 
problem 126 included" no further developmental work on the MDR is contemplated. 
A report describing fully the application of the MDR is almost finished and will 
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be published as Servomechanisms Laboratory Report '7138-ER-l wi thout delay. Copies 
will be available from the Whittemore library. Persons who desire copies from 
the initial distribution may call extension 2141 and leave their name and room 
nwnber. 

&. program for Lagrange Interpolation using the n-point~ equal spacing for
mula has been writteno The program is written in terms of preset parameters which 
specify the number of points (n)~ the number of distinct functions which are to 
be interpolated at the value of their connnon independent variable which is in 
the MBA. upon entry to the routines> and the pattern in wh:ich the given functional 
values are storedo The program maybe considered to interpolate values in an 
m-dimensional vector function& Ini tdal tests have not been successful and reasons 
are being soughto 

A post-mortem routine to print~ as generalized decimal numbers~ arbitrary 
blocks of (24~6) numbers stored anywhere in the computer or on the drum has been 
wri tten and is ready for conversione The locations IOf the blockS are specified 
by an easily prepared Flem tape to be read by the mechanical tape reader ei ther 
by initial and final address (octal or decimal) or by initial address (octal.o'r 
decimal) and block length C decimal only) () Drum groups are specified decimally 0-

Ho Denman W s (24.96) print routine is being used for output~ 

132 C /) Subroutines for the Numeric.ally Controlled Milling Machine are being revised, 
, , ~- Porid £est.ed~---ffhe re8ll.1t,ing"""'"set '"01' routines c~·be used when desired to 

obtain the necessary data0 The subroutines involve routine numerical 
and logical opero:t,j.on;] ,;) 

gror Professor W" H,,, Poc-:.se () Servomechanisms La,bora.t.ory 
g;by J~HoRunyon (E.h~~ftes" .:\ssisto ).935 hours.: 
~DCLStaff;1~anko"\rj.chJ. 1 hourD' WWl~ 90 minu'tes 

Two more library subroutines were successfully testoede. This completes the 
testing of the basic set of subroutines 0 Three subroutines for finding points 
on the series 16 symmetrical wing section3 camber line~ and asymmetrical wing 
section were written and are being testedo 

A rather baffling error in one of the routines successfully tested was 
traced to a change in the R8!icx8~! order which had not been notedo 

A tape for the supersonic nozzle was obtained~ Theis tape has 2530 milling 
machine blockso The run which produced it took 11 minutes of which appro:xi.mately 
five minutes were requi.red for output using delayed printing and punching<t The 
punching of the tape requires about forty minutes(t, This tape is for a 450 segment 
of the nozzleo Since the nozzle is formed by rotating a given cross section 
through 360° $ the entire nozzle can be obtained from the 45° segment by inter
changing milling machine axes() Time spent in actual cutting is expected to be 
approximately 2:6 hours& 

136 Matrix E!uations o Various methods have been studied for the solution of 
a se of linear algebraic equat.ions~ A variation of the Hestenes ..... 
Stiefel conjugate gradient method has been programmed and tested for 
insertion in the S&EC Library of Subrout,ines 

~DCL Staff» Arden,$) a hO~S2 HelwigD 1.0 hours~ Wl~ 4, minutes; 

Tape 26~ Trill be :i.ncJ..uded in the WWl library of subroutineso This 
program will solve a set of linear equati.ons which are stored on the drum in 
the form of an augmented matrix in column orders> iee03 the first column of 
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coefficients and so on for n columns of coefficients (where n is the number of 
equations in the system) and finally the column of the non-homogeneous parts of 
the eq~ationB. Two preset parameters must be specified: 

zml :: 2n 

zm2 :: initial drum address of stored data 

The program itself occupies ~45 registers,and 13 + 4zml registers of 
temporary storage are required. The original matrix is unaltered b.r the program. 
The program operates on an initial guess stored in zml registers beginning at 
l3t + zml and oalculates an approximate solution. which is stored in zml registers 
beginning at 13t + zml. the error resulting from the substitution of this solution 
in the original equations is also calculated and is stored in zml registers begin
ning at l3t -t2zm.l. This approximate solution can ·very often be improved by simply 
re-entering the routine without altering the contents of the zml registers beg~ 
ning at 13t + zml. 

The program must be entered and is left in the interpretive mode. 

137 D. Investigation of Atmospherio Turbulence as a noise input to airborne 
control systems is being studied as a stationar.y random process. 
Hence the methods of generalized harmonic analysis may be used to 
describe the turbulenoe in terms of its power speotral density. 

:for Professor R.C.Seamans. Aeronautical Engineering, Instrumentation Lab. 
:by R,A.Surnmers,lO hours; N. Zierler, 5 hours; C. Block, 4 hou.r-s~ 
: DCL t WWI, 160minu tes . 

The 100-200 "l:'autocorrelation 'funct'ions for runs It II, III, and IV were 
completed using data tapes clearly marked to indioate the fifth block o£ data. 
Agreement with tbe 0-1001:' funotions was satisfaotory for runs II, lIlt and IV, 
but not run I. 'l'he reason for the discrepancy in run I is not known at the 
present time. 

I~ the Fourier transform program of problem l07~ an error WaS fou~d in 
T-2235p9 and corrected in T-3263pO, but the apparently 3purious negative bias 
in the power spectra 1s still observed. In order to determine whether this 
bias real~ occurs in the data or is due to a program error, N. Zierler has 
utilized the generalized program of problem 108 to compute the Fourier transform. 
This is a program of considerablY higher acouraoy, but, due to the increased 
machine time required. it will probably be used only once or·tWice as a~eheok on 
the more rapid transform program of problem 107. The Fourier transform has not 
yet been successfully· computed by the method of problem 108. 

Completion of problem 137 now depends on satisfactory operation of the 
Fourier Transform program. 

138 B. Spheroidal ~Jflve Functions are solutions of the scalar Helmholtz equation 
separated in spheroidal coordinates. A program has been developed for 
tabulating the solutions of the first kind in terms of the coefficients 
of their exp~nsion in associated Legendrefunotions. These coefficients 
are determined by applying an i~erative procedure to the difference 
equation approximation of the corresponding separated ordinary differ
ential equation. 

:f'or Professor P.M.Morse 9 PhysiCS Department 
:by F,J,Corbat69 (Res • .Assist. CMMO). 100 hours;J.C.Little(ReseAssist.CMMC) 
lDCL Staff, Combelic fl 3.5 hours; WI. 83 minutes 
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A complete programifor this problem has now been tested successfully. The 

program has already 'been used to investigate the extreme values of the parameters 
and the ~ results indicate a possible minor modification in the normalization 
condi tions. This theoretical consideration will be settled shortly and then ful1 
production is anticipated. 

The following significant difficulties were encountered: 
(1) When a programmer desires to use more than one buffer and therefore uses 
the auxiliary buffer subroutine" the PA. section of as is altered so that it 
ref'ers to this subroutine. Consequently if this buffer subroutine is read over 
by another routine (e.g., by exchanging it temporarily with a -routine that has 
been stored on the drum), the PA may not operate satisfactorily. To avoid this 
difficulty the programmer should regard the auxiliary buffer subroutine as an 
integral part of the PI. 
(a) During conversion, a_ Mea 018! is punched out every 48 feet of punched tape and, 
if by chance this falIs after an liSp blocku', -the 'tba. Ott is erroneously interpreted 
as an illegal first character of the next block. _ The correction needed to avoid 
this difficulty Will be incorporated into the read-in program (cf. problem IlOO). 

llIDo Summer Session System consists of a conversion program, on interpretive 
routine, andDlistake diagnostic routines stored inWl.& special 
mnemonic instruction code has been developed for use wi tlJ. this system 
thus simulating a computer nth characteristics quite different from 
those of "WloThis Summer Session (5S) computer was developed tor the 
useo! stUdents participating in the MIT 195.3· summer session course on 
"Digital Computers and Their-Applications.:. TheiS computer is being 
used in the E.E. Department course 6.535 and is available ~ progrannn.ers; 
with suitable problemso 

tOOL star!, Siegel~ 50 hrnlrS,; Conibelic:I 50 hours;; Denman, .5 hours; Frankovich, 
lZ:- hours; Hel'Wig, 25 hours;; Hoy, 59.5 hours; Wl, 54.8 minutes 

The summer session (sa) computer was used by the students in Course 6.535 
for a. five-hour computation period. The operation of the computer was satisfact
ory in every respect. Copies were :retained of all post-mortems produced during 
the computation for a study' of the types of mistakes: made by the novice program
mers. 

The program for recording the uBS computeru> on a magnetic tape unit and for 
reading it directly from magnetic tape to the drum. has been wr:t tten and tested. 
It is expected that theSS computer will soon be permanently recorded on' Urii t 2. 

A,. subroutine is being written for automatically recording the title of the 
program on those output media 'Which the programmer has selected before the per
formance of the program. This will permit posfti ve identification of typed 
results and oscilloscope displays obtained using the computer. 

The extirpa.tion of minor and obscure mistakes in the computer subroutines 
continueao 

J..41e. S&m'Subroutine Study has been undertaken for the final testing of sub-
routines selected for incorporation into the Library of Subroutines •. 
Jlthough very Jj, ttle effort is going into the specific development of 
subroutines, programs~ that have been written for other S&E& problems 
and seem to be of general use will be suitably modified for the S&l!l1 
Library .. 

tDCL Staff, .ttrden, 2.3; hoursl; Wl, 33> minutes, 
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A subroutine for solving systems of linear equations bya method developed 
and described under problem 1136 has been written anq successful~ tested. The 
subroutine will be inoorporate~ in the WWI librar.y. . 

A subroutine adding a format to subroutine tape 2756m5 has not yet run 
suooessfully. 

142 D. A study of Shook Waves has been undertaken in two dimensional solids 
subjeoted to :impulsive loads. The analysis approxima.tes the solid 
by a two dimensional grid with concentrated masses at nodal points. 
The response of this s,ystem is oomputed from a finite difference 
approximation to the differential equations of motion of this system. 

:for Professor C.H.Norris, Department of Civil and Sanitary Engineering 
:qy R. Bart(DIC),60 hours; S. Sydney (Res. Assist. CMMC). 60 hours 
:DCL Staff. Kopley. 1 hour; WIt 1436 minutes 

Final results for the analysis of a two-dimensional solid under the action 
of a parabolically distri~ted dynamic load have been obtained. The cooperation 
and assistance given by members of' the staff to the programmers during the course 
of this problem is greatly appreciated~ . A oopy of the report on this project 
will be submitted to the Digital Computer Laboratory by S. Sydney and R. Bart 
of . the MI'r Department of Civil and Sanitary Engineering. 

143 D. The Vibrational Freguenoy Spectrum of a Copper Crrstal is 'to be determined 
by solving a 3 x 3 secular determinant, each term of which oonsists of 
a finite Fourier Series of 12 terms. This equation must be solved for 
25.495 different values of the wave~propagation vector. 

:for Professors BeE.Warren and JqC.Slater, Pnysics Department 
:by E.H.Jacob§en(Res. Assist.).8 hours; FeJ.Corbat~(Reso Assist.eMMC)! 
:DCL Staff ,·":',Combelic,.5 hour; WI, 16 minutes 

Most of this period has been sp~nt on evaluating a double-integral (for 
27'values of a parameter) which is concerned with the "second order diffuse 
scattering" of X-rays. Both integrations involve some thirty values of the 
integrand. The integration uses Simpson's rule and an inverse tangent routine 
devised by Donn Combelic. The program is proceeding satisfactorily. 

144 C. Self-Consistent Molecular Orbitals are the optimum choices of linear 
combinations of atomic orbitals determined through a process described 
as a self-consistent field approximation. The numerical procedure involves 
matrix-vector muliplications, veotor addition~. and matrix diagonal
ization. 

:for Professor J.C.Slater, Pqysies Department 
: by Dr, At Meekler(DIC. Solid state and Molecular Theor,y Group).5 hours 
:DCL Staff. Arden, 13 hours; WI" 28 minutes 

The program has been held up because of the transfer of a zero to a register 
which is to hold a divisor. Various manual modifications '.are being used which 
will partition the program in an attempt to learn the time and place of this f" 

unwanted transfer. 
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147 c. Energy Bands in Crystals are being studied by finding solutions of the 
corresponding seeondorder linear differential equation satisfying 
boundary condi ti.ons at the origin. '!he solutions are found approx
imately by using the Gauss-Jackson formula for forward integration. 
The solutions and their first derivatives are to be combined in a 
sum, the weighting factors being functions of an independent para
meter. 

:for Professor J.C.Slater, PhYsics Department 
:by Dr. D.J.Howarth(DIC. Sol~d State and Molecular Theor,y Group) ,24 hours 
:DCL Staff t Ardent 9 hours; WI, 83 minutes 

The routine to calculate the logarithmic derivative of the wave function 
and to repeat the process for a succession of all the parameters has been tested 
and made error free. The final part of the program, to compute a weighted sum 
of these functions, is being tested. 

1.3 Operating Statistics 

Computer Time 

The following indicates the distribution of WiiI time allocated to the 
S&EC Group~.· 

Programs 
Conversion 
Magnetic-Drum Test 
Scope Calibration 
Magnetic Tape Check 

Total Time Used 
Total Time ),:;signed 
Usable t:Lii('~ Jpercentage 
Number of ['ograms 

56 hours, 22 minutes 
10 hours, 15 minutes 

21 minutes 
1 hour t 21 minutes 

03 minutes 
68 hours, 22 minutes 
71 hours, 14 minutes 
95.9% 
213 
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2. CCMPUTER ENGINEERING 

2.1 WWI System Operation 

2.11 Core Memon (N. L. Daggett) 

Now that the Core Memory has been moved to its final position. and a new 
air-conditioning duct installed, the work of putting in permanent video and 
power wiring can begin. The Core Memory Control has alreaqy been mounted in rack 
EO with complete marginal-checking ooverage available. Transfer of the control 
was ~cco.mplished ver,y smoothly thanks to the fine job of preparation done qy the 
various systems technicians involved. 

(L.L.Holmes, A.J.Roberts) 

The installation of permanent wireways. video oabling,and power wiring in 
the Core Memor,y region will be done on regular installation days and will prob
ably be completed by November 9. 

2.12 Drum Parity-Cheok System 

At the conclusion of the installation day of November 2, the necessar.y changes 
to the present system to include a parity check of the magnetic drums will be com
pleted. Roam 156 changes might not be done at that time. 

The former Read .... ln Interlock panel has been converted to the lOR Aux •• Mod' 
II. and will be located in rack OJ. The Parity Auxiliary panel will be replaced 
by a plug-in-unit mounting panel. 

2.13 WWI Servi~e File (D .A oM orris on) 

Another extension to the WW[ Service File has been set up. Room 222 has been 
supplied with a file cabinet to hold drawings pertinent to the equipment located 
in Room 222. Libby Leighton will supervise the filing of the drawing~. Requests 
for drawings in Room 222--iWI Service File--should be made to Julie Dickie. 

2.14 Test Programs (S. E. Desjardins) 

The last biweekly period was spent in developing a five-order read-in program 
for use in the five flip-flop registers. This program blocks in a leader tape 
placed in front of the test t ape to be read in. The leadertape:contains a read.;.. 
in program which t:tlen reads in the tape in question. If the regular reed-in pro
gram is usedp the'leader~pe is ignored. and the test program is read in. 

I 

Work was also done on an "inchworm" program combining the inchworm facility 
with a Core Memor,y test program. More work needs to be done on this. 

2.15 Magnetic Drums (H. L. Ziegler) 

After several da.ys of concentrat~d effort by Phil Whlte t all relays on one 
Group Selector chassis were induced to operate and release within the required 
time limits. This chassis, originally removed from serVice beoause of faulty 
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operation. performed quite satisfactorily when returned to service in the 
auxiliar,y drum. A second chassis is now being tested and adjusted in the 
Test Rack. 

Because of the maintenance difficulties, poor reliability, and the not-too
great life expectancy (computer-wise) of these re~ays, various alternate methods 
of group selection are being considered. At present the straightforward method 
of individual writers for each group seems most practical. 

(K. E. McVicar) 

The replacement auxiliary drum has been :installed in the sys tam and has been 
thoroughly tested. The heads have all been readjusted by an ERA representativ~t 
and we now get uniform readout signals. Preliminary checking indicates that tile 
new copper-clad head pieces do not expand significantly with temperature variations, 
and no attempt is being made to temperature-control the new drum. 

Work on a parity system for the auxiliar,y drum is proceeding s~tisfactorily. 
The necessary hardware has been ordered or is being made in the shop. The elect
ronic assemblies are now being constructed, and the bay wiring is bein~ started. 
It has been decided to do group selection of the parity digit b,y means of cr.ystal 
selection of separate writers instead of using the rel~-switching system used" 
in the information digits. This decision was the result of the previously report
ed trouble we have been having with the relays and the estimated relay life based 
on latest data concerning p~ogramming needs for group switching. 

A review of relay switching for group selection is being made in light of the 
expected relay life and time oonsumption with present program requirements. 

2.16 Fairchild Camera (L.H.Norcott) 

Recent intermittent £ailures of the Fairchild Camera to index were apparently 
caused by a faulty tube in the automatic camera-control panel. No failures have 
been logged since the tube was replaced. 

2.2 Terminal Equipment 

2.21 Ferranti PETR (J.P.Stirman) 

Preliminar.y tests on the tape reader have been satisfactory so that a bread
board is now being constructed for testing inWWI. 

The brake and clutch oircuits are able to stop the tape. £rom maximum speed, 
in less than one millisecond. Tests~on the reader circuit have shown that the 
circuit is insensitive to parameter variations within! 25% of nominal values. 
These con.clusions are derived from performance curves 'which plot tolerance vs. 
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supplY voltage. The minimum performance level Was set at a signal-output level 
of a t least +1 volt and a no-signal output of less than -20 volts. 

2.22 Magnetic-Tape Syst~ (E.P.Farnsworth) 

The reel of acetate-base tape on unit 3B has broken repeatedly under normal 
operating conditions, and the original ~lar reel was replaced. Although some 
improvement in acetate strength is gained by maintaining it in an atmosphere of 
high humidity. all U.sers of the Raytheon Tape Un! ts seem. to have the. same tape
breakage trouble. :J-1 is continuing efforts to obtain l200-foot by 1.S-mil lDJ"lar 
sheets fran Dupont on a priority basis so that they can supply us with additian
a1 spare reels. 

,Programmers making "permQ~ent·t recordings on unit 0 are being requested to 
make duplioate reoordings on a spare reel of tape on unit 1. Since units 0 and 1 
are now interchangeable by means of the newly-installed locking switch, the exis
tence of a duplicate recording for unit 1 will eliminate ~ inconvenience which 
could be caused by fal1ure of the read/record head or tape on unit o. ,. 

2.3 Drafting 

2.31 New Mul tili'ton Masteq (A. M. Falcione) 

The attention of all secretaries is called to the new form multilith masters 
which are now available in the stock room. This form is made by Multilith and 
is pre~printed with non-reproducible ink having the proper image area for typing 
reports. mamos etc. The dotted image is to be used when a report is being written 
for two-sided printing; this image applies to even-numbered pages. A more detail
ed memo willlD written to all seoretaries regarding this subject in the very near 
future. 
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3. LIBRARY ACCESSIONS LIST 

The following material has been received in the Library, W2-325. 

Library Files 

No. Source 

2545 Willow Run Rsch.Ctr. 

2548 Lincoln Lab. 

2553 Ballistics Rsch.Lab. 

B-268 John Wiley 
B-269 McGraw-Hill 
B-270 Prentice-Hall 

Laboratory Files 

Author 

M ..... 2416 
M-2425 G. Young 

M-2440 
1-1-2441 
.M-24.59 R. Pfaff 

Titl~ ____________________ ___ 

A Comparison of Real and Simulated Automobile 
Suspension Systems 

An Application of Matrix Theory to the Tracking 
and Smoothing Equations 

The Propagation of Error in Numerical Integrat-
ions 

Princlples of Transistor Circuits 
Electronic Analog Computers 
Partial Differential Equations in Engineering 

Problems 

Title 

S&EC Biweekly, 9-20-53 
D~gital Techniques for Sorting by Areas in a 

Pl~ne 
S&EC Biweekly for October 5, 1953 
Laboratory Personnel for October 1953 
Marginal Checking for Circuit Designs 

Barta .. 
The following material has been re~ed ~Y the S&EC Group Librar.y, 

Library Files 

No, Author 

B 270 K.S.Miller 

Title 

Partial Differential Equations in Engineering 
Problems 
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4. ADMINISTRATION AND PERSONNEL 

New Non=Staff ( R. A. Osborne) 

Tilda Finnoohio is a new seoretar.y in the Purchasing Department. 

Roseanne Gillette is a clerk who has transferred from the Bursar's office to 
work in the Print Roam. 

Michael So~omita is a new Laboratory Assistant in Group 6345. 

Terminated Non-Staff 

Vincent Cuzziere 
Robert Kyle 
Lois Rutland 
Marlene Wise 


